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, first occurrence index
, .
2.
$F$ $p$ , $F$ $\psi_{F}$ . $\omega=\omega\psi_{F}$
$Mp$, Weil . ,
$1arrow \mathbb{C}^{1}arrow Mp_{\mathrm{r}}arrow Sp_{r}arrow 1$
metaplectic extension . $G\mathrm{x}G’\subset Sp_{r}$ reductive dual pair
.
2.1.
$\bullet$ $G=O$(V), $G’=Sp_{n’}$ . ( $V$ )
$\bullet$ $G=U(V),$ $G’=U(V’)$ . ( $V$ )
( $V’$ )
splitting $G\mathrm{x}G’rightarrow Mp_{r}$ .
Howe [3] , Waldspurger [10] $p\neq 2$
.
2.2 ( ). $\pi$ $G$
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{G}(\omega|_{G}, \pi)\neq 0$








. $\Pi(G)$ $G$ .
, $\theta$ .
3.
$F$ $P$ , $E$ $F$ . $\epsilon_{E/F}$
$E/F$ $F^{\mathrm{x}}$ .
$V_{n}=(E^{m}, Q)$
Witt $n$ $E$ $m$ ,
$V_{n}’,$ $=(E^{\mathrm{m}’}, \{-1_{\text{ } }1_{\mathrm{n}’}\})$
Witt $n’$ $E$ $m’$
. $m’=2n’$ . , reductive dual pair $(H, H’)=$
$(U(V_{n}), U(V_{n}’,))$ . $E^{\mathrm{x}}$ $\chi$ , $\chi|_{F^{\mathrm{x}}}$. $=\epsilon_{E/F}^{m}$
. , Kudla [6] splitting $H\mathrm{x}H’rightarrow Mp_{mm’}$
. splitting $\psi_{F}$ $\chi$ .
$l\in \mathrm{N}$ ,
$V_{n+l}=(E^{m+2l}, (\begin{array}{lll} 1_{l}1_{l} Q \end{array}))$
Witt $n+l$ $E$ $m+2l$ ,
$V_{n+l}’,=(E^{n\iota’+2l}, (-1,\iota’+l 1_{\iota’+l}))$
Witt $n’+l$ $E$ $m’+2l$
. , reductive dual pair $(G, G’)=(U(V_{n+l}), [[(V_{n+l}’,))$
. $P=MU$ $G$ , Levi $M$
$GL_{l}(E)\mathrm{x}H$ . $P’=M’U’$ $G’$
, Levi $M’$ $GL_{l}(E)\mathrm{x}H’$
.
$\pi,$ $\pi’,$ $\sigma$ $H,$ $H’,$ $GL_{l}(E)$ . $s\in \mathbb{C}$
$\sigma_{s}=\sigma\otimes|\det|_{E}^{s}$ , $I(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)=\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}_{P}^{G}(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$
$I’(\chi\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi’)=1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}_{P’}^{G’}(\chi\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi’)$ .




. $I(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$ section $f^{(s)}$ ,
$M(w, \sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)f^{(s)}(g)=\int_{\ddagger J}$. $f^{(S)}$. $(u’-1ug)$ du
109
. ${\rm Re}(s)>0$ , $\mathbb{C}$
. $\mu(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$ Plancherel
,




$\psi=\psi_{F}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{E/F}$ $E$ . $\sigma$ $L$ $\epsilon$












, $M(w, \sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$ $M(w’$ , \chi \sigma 8\otimes \pi
. ( $\sigma$









$H\mathrm{x}H’$ Weil $\omega_{0}$ $S_{0}=S(M_{m,n’}(E))$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{r}\ddot{\alpha}$ iinger
. , $G\mathrm{x}G’$ Weil $\omega$ $\mathrm{S}=\mathrm{S}(M_{n\iota+2l,n’+l}(E))$
Schr\"odinger . $G\mathrm{x}G’$
$F:\omegaarrow \mathrm{I}_{11}\mathrm{d}_{\Delta C_{\tau}L_{\mathrm{I}}(E)(H\mathrm{x}H’\rangle(U\mathrm{x}U’)}^{G\mathrm{x}G’}.(\chi\otimes\omega_{0}\otimes 1_{U\mathrm{x}U’})$
$\Phi\mapsto[(g, g’)\mapsto F(g, g’;\Phi)]$
110
$F(g,g’;\Phi)(x_{0})$
$= \int_{v_{1}\in M_{l}(E)}\int_{v_{2}\in M_{l.n’}(E)}\omega(g,g’)\Phi(\begin{array}{ll}v_{1} \tau\prime_{2}0 .x_{0}0 0\end{array}) \psi(\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(v_{1}))dv_{l}\prime dv_{1}$
. , $g\in G,$ $g’\in G’,$ $\Phi\in \mathrm{S},$ $x_{0}\in M_{m,n’}(E)$ .
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{H\mathrm{x}H’}(\omega_{0}\otimes\pi,\pi’)\simeq \mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{H\mathrm{x}H’}(\omega_{0},\tilde{\pi}$(&v
$’$) $\neq 0$
. $H\mathrm{x}H’$ $t$ : $\omega_{0}\otimes_{\vee}\piarrow\pi’$ , $t$
$t:\omega_{0}\otimes\sigma_{s}\otimes\piarrow\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi’$
. $g’\in G’,$ $\Phi\in S,$ $I(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$ section 7(\rightarrow
$T(g’; \Phi, \int^{(s)})=\frac{1}{L(s+c,\sigma)}\int_{UH\backslash G}l(F(g,g’;\Phi),$ $\int^{(s)}(g))dg$
.
4.1. ${\rm Re}(s)\gg 0$ $T(g’;\Phi, f^{(s)}.)$ , $\mathbb{C}$
.
, Godement-Jacquet [1] $GL_{l}(E)$




4.2. $g\in G,$ $g’\in G’,$ $\Phi\in S,$ $x_{0}\in M_{n,n’},(E)$
$\hat{F}(g, g’;\Phi)(x_{0})=\int_{\mathrm{n}\in M_{l.n’}(E)}v_{\wedge}\omega(g,g’)\Phi(\begin{array}{ll}1_{l} l)20 x_{0}0 0\end{array})dv_{2}$









$t$ 1, $\psi$ ) $L(1+s-c_{\dagger}\sigma)L(S+c, \sigma)^{-1}$
$\mathrm{x}T(\Phi, M(w, \sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)\int^{(t?)})$
. $\gamma$ Weil constant,. $\omega_{\sigma}$ $\sigma$ .
2 , 3.1 .
, $T(\Phi, f^{(s)})$ cancel , .
4.4. $f^{(s)}\neq 0$ $I(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$ section , $K$
8 . , $\Phi\in \mathrm{S},\tilde{v}\in\tilde{\sigma},\tilde{u}’\in\tilde{\pi}’$




$\pi’$ supercuspidal, $\sigma$ supercuspidal
$\sigma\simeq{}^{t}\overline{\sigma}^{-1}$ . , $I( \sigma_{s}\bigotimes_{-}\pi)$
, Plancherel $\mu(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$ .
, first occurrence index .
5.1 (Harish-Chandra[8]).
(i) $s\not\in\sqrt{-1}\mathrm{R}$ , $\mu(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)\neq 0$ .
(ii) $I(\sigma\otimes\pi)$ $\approx\mu(\sigma\otimes\pi)=0$ .
(iii) $s_{0}\in \mathrm{R}_{>0}$ ,
$I(\sigma_{s0}\otimes\pi)$ $\Leftrightarrow\mu(\sigma_{s}\otimes\pi)$ $\backslash \mathrm{s}=s_{0}$ .




. $\pi,$ $\pi’$ supercuspidal , $\pi’$ $m$
[5], [7]. $l=1,$ $\sigma=1$ 3.1
,
$\mu(.1_{s}\otimes\pi)\sim\mu(\chi_{s}\otimes\pi’)\frac{\zeta(1-s-c)}{\zeta(s+c)}\frac{\zeta_{-}(1+s-c)}{\zeta(-s+c)}$







, $m\neq m’$ ancel L, . , 5.1, 5.2
.
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